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Kenyon College Celebrates Opening
The 141st opening of the College took place Thursday,
September 17, at Rosse Hall. Bruce Haywood, Dean of the Col-
lege, discussed the new curriculum. The opening of the College




Two grants have been awarded to Kenyon College, both to be
used within the department of psychology. The National Science
Foundation has given $18,200 to support research directed by Profes-
sor Thomas Clifford while the National Institute of Health, division
of the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare will spon-
sor a project directed by Professor Robert Weber with $6,703. Both
of these grants will run for approximately two years.
These sums plus a $16,000 grant extensity" variable will be deter-t- o
the department, announced mined by the distance the ani-ila- st
spring, brings a total of., mal runs or the number of times
$40,903 in funds available for de- - it presses a bar before a reward
velopment and research in the is achieved.
psychology department at Ken-
yon.
Clifford's research entitled "Re-
sponse Extensity During Acquisi-
tion and Experimental Extinc- -
tion" will investigate the behavior values are influenced by the com-o- f
black and white domestic rats mitments that must be made to
in two situations. The "response
G. E. Awards
A Math Grant
CROTONVILLE, N. Y. The
General Electric Foundation an-
nounced on Sept. 15 the award
of a $1500 Mathematics grant to
Kenyon.
The grant is the fourth in as
many years by the Foundation to
rt,o nimv. QUICKC lVi.dHieiIlcil.lLb
n .tai unciii lu neip sirengmen
:he teaching of Mathematics at
:he institution.
Joseph M. Bertotti, secretary of
The General Electric Foundation,
said that the grant was one of
150 totaling $650,000 distributed
today to more than 100 colleges
and universities across the coun
try.
These grants comprise the big-
gest part of the Foundation's ele-
ven 1964 aid-to-educat- ion pro
grams. Nearly one and one-ha- lf
million dollars in support of high- -
er and secondary education, edu- -
cational associations and organi- -
zations has been approved by The
General Electric Foundation for
this year.
yf
Another assessment will be
made in the comparisons of re-
sponse speeds under different
conditions to see how incentive
conditions develop and how their
achieve them. The research will
also consider factors contributing
to frustrative behavior when re-
wards are discontinued.
Prior to joining the Kenyon
staff in 1963, Clifford was an as-
sistant professor in psychology at
Eastern Michigan University, a
graduate assistant at Michigan
State and instructor at Olivet
ColleSe
He has co-autho- red and pub
lished a number of articles in
scientific journals on research
done over the past 10 years on
,perception in children,i discrimi- -
nation learning, spontaneous al-
ternation, and frustration in low-
er organisms.
Weber, new to Kenyon this
vear will continue his interest
and research in the psychology
of lanfmaPe and learning The
title of the research proposal is
"Discrimination Learning and
Mediation in Humans."
A 1959 graduate of Arizona
State University, Weber received
his Ph. D. from Princeton Uni- -
vesity in 1962 and was a National
Science Foundation post-doctor- al
fellow at Princeton, 1962-6- 3. He
comes to Kenyon following one
year as assistant professor of
psychology at C. W. Post College
in New York.
Incumbent Senator Young
To Speak at Rosse Hall
Senator Stephen M. Young will speak at a public forum in Rosse
Hall on Monday, September 28, at 8:00 p.m. The Senator's appear-
ance is being sponsored by the Lecturship Committee. Immediately
following1 the forum, Senator Young will be the guest of honor at a
reception given in Dempsey Hall by the College and the Knox County
Democratic Central Committee.
Ohio's junior Senator, who is
seeking re-elect- ion this fall, is
one of the few first term mem-
bers of the Senate who have im-
portant committee assignments.
Senator Young is a member of
the Aeronautical and Space Sci-
ences Committee, the Armed Ser-
vices Committee, and the com-
mittee in charge of Public Works.
He is also chairman of the Sub-
committee on Public Buildings
and Grounds.
Young also sits on the Flood
Control subcommittee, and the
special subcommittee of Armed
Forces convened to recommend
changes in the pay of military
personnel.
Young was the recipient of an
honorary degree from Kenyon,
and also holds honorary degrees
from Western Reserve University
and Central State College. He is
a Chubb Fellow, Yale University.
Early in his career he served
two terms in the Ohio General
Assembly, and, as a member of
the Ohio Commission on Unem-ploy- me
it I.-.bura- nce in the early
1930's, was a pioneer in the field
of workmen's compensation and
unemployment insurance.
Senator Young served in the
field artillery in World War I,
T. R. Collins, "64" Grad
Serving With Peace Corps
Thomas R. Collins, a graduate of the Kenyon Class of 1964, is
now serving .as a Peace Corps volunteer in Turkey. Mr. Collins and
ninety-on- e other Corps members received intensified instruction this
summer for twelve weeks in the Turkish language, history, culture,
and educational methods at a Peace Corps training School at Portland
State University in Oregon.
The major aim of the group
will be to teach English, voca-
tional skills, and general health
in the small secondary schools of
rural Turkey. Several members
of this group will aid in the in-
struction of mathematics and sci-
ence at a technical university in
Ankara, the capital.
The Turkish government be-
lieves strongly that a greater
number of its citizens must be
able to read and write English if
the nation is to become a modern
industrialized society, and they
Thomas R. Collins
and in World War II saw field
service in North Africa and was
with the Fifth Army in Italy.
Among the many decorations
Young received were the Bronze
Star, four battle stars, and the
Order of the Crown of Italy.
Young is a past president of
the Cuyahoga County Bar Asso-
ciation, and of the War Veterans
Bar Association of Cleveland.
Bexley Opens
Bexley Hall, divinity school of
Kenyon College, opened its new
academic year with Evening
Prayer in the Seminary Chapel
Sunday, Sept. 13 at 8:00 p.m. fol-
lowed by an informal meeting
for new students with the Dean,
the Very Rev. Almus Thorp, at
the Deanery.
The year begins with 61 stu-
dents, 26 enrolling in the junior
class. This is the largest group of
new students to enter in the
Dean's administration. Ten single
and 16 married men have come
from 14 dioceses, including Sier-
ra Leone and Singapore.
Classes began for returning
men Thursday, September 17 and
for juniors on Mon. Sept. 21.
consider fluency in English as
a prime means for advancement





Sen. Stephen M. Young
False Alarm
Livens Campus
At 7:35 on Wednesday evening,
the Gambier Fire Department re-
ceived a call over the Fire Line.
"Smoke is pouring out of the
Field House," the caller an-
nounced, and then, without giving
his name, hung up.
Within three minutes the full
(
complement of thirty firemen
had reached the site of the sup- - '
posed fire, and found no indica-
tion of any fire or smoke.
"It was an obvious false alarm
that is a federal offense," Ma'r
'shall Charles Imel said. "We
have put a trace on the line, and
we will stop this sort of thing."
The Marshal and Mr. James Cass,
College Security Officer, expres-
sed their belief that the report
was turned in by a college stu-
dent. 'It was deliberate," Cass
stated.
In seventeen minutes the en-
gine and the firemen had return-
ed to the Fire House, answered
questions for The Collegian, and
the brief flurry of excitement
was over.
Freshman speaks out
Frosh Face New Life
By Charles Verral
On the twelfth of this month, Kenyon's one hundred and forty-fir- st
Freshman class arrived on campus. Actually, we were not
Freshmen at all, but a group of freshly scrubbed high-scho- ol seniors
who, in the next few weeks, would learn to take our place in the
tradition, and in the daily life of Kenyon College.
Becoming a Freshman is not an easy thing, and from our very
first hour on campus, we were taken in hand by Thomas Edwards,
Dean of Students, and a Freshman's finest friend. When we found to
our horror that no copies of Playboy are available on either side of
the Bishop's backbone, he cheered us up by dispensing a Party Joke
at the beginning of every address. When we worried about the hard
work to come, he told us not to fret, since only about one in ten
would be flunked out.
During our first week, we heard a lot about liberal education
and even more about Liberal Education, a perfectly fascinating little
tract by Mark Van Doren which told us in essence that we all should
be going to St. John's. Some of us were quick to take this liberal
spirit to heart and within seven hours of our arrival, a party of six
set out to liberalize Mount Vernon. At last report, the only tangible
results of this expedition have been several nasty notes in Mr. Knep-per- 's
mailbox and a new door at the Golden Keg. Intangibly, it
added to the Mount Vernon stigmata against Kenyon men. This
stigmata developed almost entirely during the period of the second
Turn to page 8, col. 1
Approximately seventy per cent of this year's freshman
class will receive, and accept, bids to pledge one of the ten
fraternal organizations at Kenyon. This will climax two weeks
of "rushing" activity which began with beer parties last week
end, invitations to "drop in during the week and meet the
Brothers", invitations to "closed parties" and the seemingly
quiet "silent period" in which pensive and rational choosing pro-
cesses often give way to raucus and bitter in-fighti- ng and poli-
ticking.
For the upperclass fraternity members, the choices are
rather limited. They must first decide how large a pledge class
they want, and then they must select those freshmen who most
closely approximate the singular excellence of character which
makes them worthy of becoming Brothers. And this after only
absurd, and the too-sho- rt rush is abbreviated even further by
the illegal, though infrequent, procedure called "pocket pledg-
ing".
While the fraternities have an agonizingly difficult and
often painful task, they are guided by the mathematics of avail-
able space and the necessity of sustaining the organization. The
freshmen face a much more difficult choice whether or not they
should pledge at all; and then, if they decide to pledge, which
fraternity will best fulfill their needs and desires. The Editors
of The Collegian hope to aid freshmen in properly evaluating
this matter.
Many freshmen enter College with little doubt in their
minds. Some may realize, or think they realize, the inherent fal-
lacies of the fraternity system, and these persons have already
resolved to remain independent. Others have already decided to
join one particular fraternity because a father, or a brother, or
a friend is a member of that group. It is not to these persons
that we aim these comments. We speak, rather, to the great
majority who are genuinely confused, and we hope to aid them
in making a rational and valid decision.
VALID REASONS
There are many valid reasons for joining a fraternity. Here
at Kenyon the fraternities are host to almost all social activity:
major weekends are planned around fraternity parties, fraterni-
ty lounges are the site of televisions and record-player- s; actives
who know girls at other schools are an important source of dates.
On the other hand, independents are welcomed at most of the
parties given by the fraternities, and one soon enough becomes
acquainted with young women from Lake Erie College, Denison
University, Ohio Wesleyan, Ohio State, Wooster, and other
nearby schools.
A PLACE TO LIVE
A fraternity is primarily a place to live. Its members ideal-
ly live a fellowship intimate enough to make individual con-
cerns common concerns. This is especially valuable for fresh-
men, who are slowly becoming accustomed to the rigorous aca-
demic and social requirements of a successful career at Kenyon.
The Brothers assist pledges with their work, both individually
and in organized study halls. Pledges are encouraged to discuss
academic and social problems with actives, and many fraterni-
ties assign a "big brother" to the pledge, who acts as mentor,
friend, confidant, and helps the freshman become a part of the
fraternity and the Kenyon community. Yet, there are those who
desire to live a more private life, unencumbered by study halls
reminiscent of high school, and the patronizing attitude that a
young man entering college is not capable of maturely schedul-
ing and managing his academic assignments. Often too, the fel-
lowship entails intimate association with actives one doesn't like,
as well as with those one respects and admires.
In joining a fraternity one is assured of a system of room
seniority, so that members can expect to live in better quarters
each year. This is an important advantage of the fraternity sys-
tem. However, the imminent construction of a new dormitory
for independent students will do much to allieviate the present
housing inequities sometimes experienced by independent stu-
dents. One also must consider the possibility of getting an off-camp- us
apartment in one's junior or senior year in recent
years an independent has had a slightly greater chance in get-
ting off-camp- us housing, perhaps because of the alleged inequi-
ties in dormitory accomodations.
OFTEN REWARDING ALSO DRUDGERY
In short, being a member of a fraternity can be, and often
is, a rewarding experience in wholesome brotherhood and cama-
raderie, where students live, study, and play together in mutual
trust and friendship. Yet prospective pledges must remember
the many disadvantages inherent in the system. Not all of your
associates will be friends, and you will possibly live with persons
you dislike. Joining a fraternity is aften quite expensive, with
excessively organization, aften quite expensive, with excessively
large chunks of initiation fees and dues going to a distant na-
tional organization, aften more limiting and confining than help-
ful. Pledges must look forward to the often meaningless pledge
period, which is designed to initiate the freshmen into the
brotherhood, but which often is perverted into an opportunity
for actives to make servants of the pledges. The archaic ritual
of the sometime secret societies remains part of fraternity lore,
yet it has little relevance today. Contrary to cherished belief,
there is no "mystic bond" uniting all members of a national
fraternity into a nationwide brotherhood. The sharing of such
common experience as hell-wee- k and the wearing of pins in com-
mon does not make men at Kenyon and men at other colleges
brothers. Often, too, in pledging a national fraternity, one aligns
himself with a constitution containing restrictions offensive to
one's sense of fair-pla- y.
THE INDEPENDENT LIFE
The independent life is se-regulat- ed, seZ-disciplin- ed.
These are important attributes of independence. It may, how-
ever, lack the fellowship that is the hallmark of fraternity life,
and too many freshmen will not admit, out of pride, that this
fellowship is more important to them.
FRATERNITIES UNLIKE OTHERS
To further complicate the matter, fraternities at Kenyon
are quite unlike those at other institutions. Here there is little
of the parochialism that plagues other campuses. The system of
divisions at Kenyon creates an atmosphere conducive to con-
structive modernization, and many of our fraternities have tak-
en advantage of this opportunity to become progressive.
CONSIDER CAREFULLY
Caricatures of one group as a "jock-house- " or of another as
a "brain trust" may contain a measure of truth, but they fall
way short of giving accurate representations. Do not judge a
group on hearsay or on behavior at rush parties. Visit the divis-
ions you may be interested in, meet the men, get to know the
special flavor of that particular group. Allow yourself the op-
portunity of discovering what you want before you decide what
you want.
This business of joining a fraternity is a most serious one,
and it is hoped that the Class of 1968 will approach it with the
thought and consideration it deserves.
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"When the press is free and every man able to read, all is safe."
Thomas Jefferson
Has it ever occurred to you
that a road is a god? If you know
Aristotle, it has. Aristotle describ-
ed God as an Unmoved Mover.
Remove the capitals, and see how
nicely the description fits a road.
A road is an unmoved mover. It
moves you, without itself moving.
So it is a god. And, being a god,
it is in many places at once
omnipresence. The driver, too, as
he gets on to the road in his car,
is simultaneously in all these
places, in thought or potentially.
Thus does the road-go- d confer
some of its divinity on him whom
it moves. He moves lovingly in
response to the empty highway
crying, "Who'll beyond the hills
away?" as Housman said. A little
anxiously too, because life is so
short and the essence of death is
immobility. Now or never. Such,
journeyings properly made are
little pilgrim's progresses during
which destination and destiny
coalesce as in the mountain climb-
er's experience, the arrival at the
summit is both a reaching his
destination and a fulfilling of h j
destiny as a sportsman. (A mourij
tain too is a god; some peop.j
still worship mountains.) Unfoij
tunately, driving a car is not tl'
'
sort of experience for many peop
because it is not a sport for therj
This means that there is no e
altation in it, as there would ik
be in mountain climbing for the
Such sports demand precision a:-coordina- tion
without which t
situation is dangerous, but w.
which it is safe, or safe enouj
Where there is no risk delibt"
ately incurred and mastered u
der rules, there is no game, t'
sport. And the greater the risk r
life itself, artfully mastered, t
more expressive of the hum;
condition the sport. Of course t:
life-hugge- rs will not understai1
all this. Their primary concern :
security and insurance policies.;
which they become immobilize
You can go on existing that
for quite a while. To be ul:,
mately safe in this sense is to ij
dead. Since he makes no mistafc
a dead man has no accidents. E.
neither does he know anything
the zest of the characteristics
human activities that define bei!
alive as a man.
Housman's poetic reference
highways is now unfortuna
Roads would have been bettt
"Highway" at present sugge
expressways and turnpikes, j
driving a car is to have the qui
ity I am celebrating, it must !
permitted a spontaneity and ;
closeness to other human going
on. The driver must be allow
occasional bursts of speed, a:
the feel of the road as he win!
more slowly by places wht
people live, and the privilege ;
stopping where he wills for a ct
with a stranger at a food or drij
counter. His car, serving him t!
way, is more intimately a parti
his very body. This is the way;
abridge the difference betwe
riding with your wheels a
walking with your legs. T
wheels are then as much yours!
are your legs; driving a car!
not the profoundly express;
sport it is capable of being wit
out such incorporation. j
On the turnpike he is dent
all this. The entrances and t
exits are dictated. You feel ref
mented. Once on, you get dictatf
to right down the line. You nevi
stop by the way, not even f
repairs. It it the car that sto
if it breaks down. You then a
angry with it as you look an
iously forward and backward j
see if some suspicious patrolm
is approaching with a reprimar
Your own car in these circur
stances is not a part of you; itj
a foreign body. When it nee
repair by a country roadside, it
as if a part of you is in pain a:
you amble off to one side to gi'
it sympathetic care. Also, J
tend not to view the land a'
the life flanking the expressw
because they are so remote fr
it. It by-pass- es them. So you f
sleepy as you drive with a glaz
frontward look that gets glass:
hour by hour. You are no lonf
rolling on your wheels as '
walk with your legs. Walking
a wakeful exercise. You canr
go to sleep as you walk, neitfr
will you be sleepy if you i
really driving down a real ro
with a feel for the life on bo!
sides and the dear sustaining ltf
beneath. j
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Sufefeatt a flo&tt4,at and utnfiAn.ccf
When one make a rational evaluation of the issues and
personalities involved in the Presidential Election of 1964, there
seems to be absolutely no concrete reason for the election of the
Goldwater-Mille- r ticket. In terms of experience, reputation,
ability, foresight, and progressive planning the Demorcatic
ticket Lyndon Baines Johnson and Hubert Horatio Humphery
far outstrips the Republican choice.
GOLDWATER INEXPERIENCED
Senator Goldwater and Representative Miller bring little
to the political arena. They are inexperienced. Goldwater, de-
spite his consistent absenteeism, has devised and talked about
many proposals, but his votes have regularly been out of line
with general Republican policy. The tax-c- ut and the Civil
Rights Bill are two fine examples where he chose to go against
both Republican and Democratic policies. Miller, who had de-
cided not to run for re-electi- on to his House seat, also is guilty
of flagrant absenteeism. There is little else to be said about him.
One may say that Barry Goldwater has little acumen in foreign
policy matters; little ability to use moderation in his actions;
little recorded legislation to his credit; little ability to practice
above-boar- d nature of campaigning he preaches (consider his
irresponsible statements concerning nuclear weapons in general
and the Gulf of Tonkin incidents in particular).
ABOUT BILL MILLER
The list could go on and on. But in most of these areas,
Goldwater is a gem when compared with the pebble
William Miller seems. Who is Bill Miller? A political hack, seem-
ingly picked more to trample upon Republican moderates than
to balance and supplement a national ticket capable of serving
the country well and upsetting the Democratic rule.
Miller's one rather dubious asset seems to be that he, who
shares Goldwater's political sentiments completely, can get
along with his running mate without sparking Barry into a
tirade of unthinking and dangerous statements.
Every day one may read about the reputation of Messrs.
Coldwater and Miller: the European press and diplomatic corps
bnd the ticket utterly alarming and revolting. The domestic
press is witnessing the unprecedented event of paper after paper
that had been staunchly Republican since time immemorial
coming out in solid support of the Johnson-Humphre- y ticket.
TRADITIONAL ISSUES NOT RAISED
The traditional issues of the Business Party and the Labor
Party are not being raised; the businessmen see that they may
have nothing to lose under Barry, but they are just as pleased
with the prosperity brought about by the Democratic Admin-
istration. A businessmen's National Independant Committee
for President Johnson and Senator Humphrey has been formed,
numbering among its members such prominent figures as former
Eisenhower Cabinet Members Marion B. Folsom and Robert
B. Anderson. The AFL-CI- O is exemplary of the labor front in
its complete allegiance to the Democratic ticket. The concensus
seems to be that perhaps Goldwater is in ways admirable, but
that ultimately he is dangerous because of his political imma-
turity and his 18th Century doctrines.
Doting a moment upon Barry's Civil Rights stand is inter-
esting, sometimes tragic when one considers that there are those
who would choose this man to lead a nation of some 190 million
people. First, he voted against the Civil Rights Bill, proclaiming
that it was blatantly unconstitutional. Then he stated that he
would uphold it with great integrity if elected. He convinced a
major sponsor of the bill, and its main architect, Everett Dirk-so- n,
into nominating him as a Presidential candidate, with Dirk-so- n
proclaiming Goldwater's magnificence on all issues. Thus,
Goldwater supposedly now would uphold the bill and seek its
application. He would not allow, however, a section in the Re-
publican platform condemning those extremist groups of both
the right and the left who are determined not to have the bill's
provisions enacted.
RACIAL VIOLENCE
Barry is making a great issue out of racial violence now;
claiming that the Government of the United States is respons-
ible . . . but throughout his campaign he has claimed that Civil
Rights is an area of state responsibility. It becomes increasingly
obvious that Barry Goldwater is a candidate who will shape his
ideas to suit the moment. He says what his audience wants to
hear. He will not come out with any detailed statements giving
any finality to his positions. He hedges. He retracts statement
after statement after statement. He makes ridiculous, uncouth
remarks that are flagrantly contradictory, such as his saying
(in the same speech) that he has the greatest admiration for
Lyndon Baines Johnson, and the exclaiming that Johnson is
"the biggest fake ever perpetrated on the American people."
THE DEMOCRATIC TICKET
Let us look at what the Democratic ticket brings to the
voters. Its experience is unquestioned and probably unparalleled
in the annals of Presidential elections. Prior to taking over the
Presidency, LBJ had served long and well in the House and in
the Senate, studiously learning how to get things done. His ex-
perience immediately came to the fore in domestic and foreign
areas when he took office. Witness the passage of such formerly
bogged-dow- n measures as John Kennedy's Wilderness Bill, the
tax cut, the Wheat-Cotto- n Bill, the $375 million Mass Transit
Bill, and his own $948 million Anti-Pover- ty Bill. Witness his
slashing of the Kennedy-propose- d budget by some $5 billion.
Witness his solution of the railroad strike deadline. And witness
the monumental Civil Rights Bill. On the foreign scene, witness
his immediate reception as an asute President, his careful han-
dling of crises in Cyprus, Panama, the Gulf of Tonkin, Zanzi-
bar, the Congo deadlock.
HUBERT H. HUMPHREY
What about Hubert Humphrey? Is he the nobody William
Miller seems to be? No. Shortly after entering Congress he ob-
tained the reputation of being a compassionate, able man. He
has held important posts in the Foreign Relations, Government
Operations, and Appropriations Committees. His legislative
achievements begin with prominent work on the enabling legis-
lation for the Peace Corps, the National Defense Education
Act, and the U. S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. It
was Dirksen who wrote the final version Civil Rights Bill, but
Humphrey floor-manage- d it. Humphrey has extensive foreign
affairs knowledge, including participation in the Nuclear Test-Ba- n
Treaty signing in Moscow.
DEMOCRATIC PROPOSALS
What do the Democrats propose? Lower taxes. More jobs.
The elimination of poverty. Re-traini- ng for those hurt by auto-
mation. The enforcement of civil rights and the condemning of
extremist groups. Medical care for the aged. Better Social
Security benefits. Federal aid to education. A continued vigilant
and forceful position in foreign affairs. Above all, an ability and
desire to use moderation, rather than be the "all or nothing at
all" candidate Goldwater is.
The pure capitalist system is not sacrosanct. Its pure form
is fine for the 18th Century, but impractical today. This is not
an era when the United States can afford to neglect the poor in
its own backyard or throughout the world. This is not an era
when we may insist on utter allegiance to the West in order to
help certain countries develop: they would then have no reason
to begin to turn to the west. This is not an era when the phe-nomin- al
power possessed by the nuclear weapon may be turned
over to anyone other than a responsible, intelligent, and moder-
ate President of the United States.
This is an era when in the interests of the greatest poss-
ible happiness, prosperity, and security for the greatest number
of people for the greatest length of time the voting public is
obliged to choose the experienced past, active present, and
thoughtfully progressive future of the Democratic Party. This
is an era when we need Lyndon Baines Johnson and Hubert
Horatio Humphrey.
A Paper on Goldwater
In preparation for the editorial supporting President Johnson in
his bid for election to a full jour year term, the Editors asked mem-
bers of the Political Staff to draw up Position Papers advocating the
candidacy of President Johnson and Senator Barry M. Goldwater, his
Republican opponent. While the Collegian supports Mr. Johnson, the
paper written by Walter R. Butt III for the Political Editor is as
brilliant an advocacy of Senator Goldwater as we have seen. In the
interest of fair-pla- y, and because of the caliber of the Goldwater
Paper, we are printing it, exactly as received, below. While the Col-
legian does back Johnson, the Editors hope that the inclusion of this
statement will help foster well-reason- ed debate on political issues
and candidates this autumn, and the Letters to the Editor section




At his home in Phoenix, Ari-
zona, Barry Goldwater announced
that he would be a candidate for
the Presidency of the United
States:
I have decided to do this
also because I have not heard
from any announced Republi-
can candidate a declaration of
conscience or of political po
sition that could possibly of-
fer to the American people a
clear choice in the next presi-
dential election.
I have always stood for
government that is limited
and balanced and against the
ever increasing concentrations
of authority in Washington.
I have always stood for indi-
vidual responsibility and a-ga- inst
regimentation. I be-Tu- rn





Campus government has unden-ibl- y
grown in strength and pres-
tige since the inception of the
new Constitution. There are still
some inadequacies that concern
us, but last year these were due
primarily to the probationary na-
ture of the Constitution and a
general lack of precedent.
The claim was made in The
Collegian editorial of June 5, 1964
that Student Council had had
"its authority and effectiveness
hamstrung by the mandate of the
Campus Senate." This contention
could not be further from the
truth. While it is true that we
witnessed last year the emergence
of a strong organ of campus gov-
ernment, the Campus Senate, it
is not true that the real strength
of campus government has been
polarized in its direction. Indeed,
the Campus Senate is a campus
organization, and as such draws
most heavily on the .Student
Council and Faculty Council for
its effectiveness.
And while it is perhaps true
that last year the Campus Senate
acted too often as a clearing
house for campus problems and
all too often with too little com-
munication to the student and
faculty bodies at large, the major
share of the blame for this lack
of communication must rest with
the sparse reporting of the Cam-
pus Senate action, especially in
Student Council. Even when the
reports were adequate, there was
little or no discussion in Student
Council of the topics covered in
the Senate. On the other hand,
those proposals initiated in Stu-
dent Council and taken to Cam-
pus Senate often lacked proper
presentation because a full range
of discussion among the member-
ship of Student Council had not
preceded this presentation. This,
then, is the cause of the break
down of communication that
plagued us last year. You may
add the fact that many members
of Student Council do not make
adequate reports to their constit-
uents.
We see, then, that the general
functions of Student Council are
to discuss and propose, and that
these are forfeit without the con-
tinuing interest of its members.
I think that present Council's
awareness of its responsibilities
was shown in its first five meet-
ings last year, especially in the
matter of the penalties meted out
by the Judicial Board and the
Office of the Dean of Students.
Remember, too, that Student
Council remains the only truly
representative body in the cam-
pus government. If the Council
succeeds "in wasting the Monday
evenings of its members," it is
the fault of the members them-
selves for lack of participation,
rather than an inherent error in
the system.
President of Student Council
William S. Hamilton
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Goldwater Position Paper Continued
lieve we must now make a
choice in this land and not
continue drifting endlessly
down and down toward a
time when all of us, our
lives, our property our hopes,
and even our prayers will
become just cogs in a vast
government machine.1
Senator Goldwater gives the
American people a choice be-
tween the constitutional govern-
ment and progress on reasoned,
proven lines which he represents,
or the full-streng- th corrupt ADA-is- m
of his opponents. Hubert Hor-
atio Humphrey, the Democratic
VP nominee (also Vice-Chairm- an
of the ADA) has called for:
"Unilateral iniatives" for
world disarmament; Repeal




and foremost . . . abolition of
the House Committee on Un-Americ- an
Acivities"; ways to
"increase public employ-
ment . . ."; ways to "make
the accelerated Public Works
program operating at the
level of at least $2 billion a
year"; "A large-sca- le public
housing program of 800,000. . .
a $4 billion federal invest-
ment program for urban re-newe- l";
double the social se-
curity tax.1
Barry Goldwater, conversely,
stands for a strong and FREE
America:
I believe that we can win
victory for freedom both at
home and abroad. I believe
that we can be strong enough
and determined enough to
win these victories without
war. I believe that appease-
ment and weakness can only
bring war. I have asked and
will continue to ask: Why
Not Victory why not vic-
tory for sound, constitutional
principles in government
why not victory over the
evils of Communism?
I am convinced that in this
year 1964 we must face up to
our conscience and make a
definite choice. We must de-
cide what sort of world we
want now and for our
children."
From Why Not Victory Gold-wat- er
states:
There is a fire, and its Com-
munist flames are threatening
to destroy the American way
of life. Not next year, or in
the next decade, but right
now today. These ugly
Red flames are already
brushing our shores and they
continue to rage unchecked.
This is no time for an Ameri-
can foreign-polic- y objective
designed to erect an imprac-
tical international dream city
of the future. Our objective
must be the practical means
of dousing the fire and
smothering the flames of in-
ternational Communism.'
A CHOICE BETWEEN
HONESTY AND THE LACK
OF IT
1. President Kennedy let Laos
fall to the "neutral" communists
despite his promise that it would
not happen."
2. Seventeen days after JFK
FLOWCHART
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demanded force in Berlin be-
cause, as he said, the sole path
to a war would be "weakness and
disunity", the East German com-
munists built the infamous Wall.
While the crisis was at its height,
while the President was trying
to meet the Communist threat to
Free Berlin, his administration
was approving a 600 increase in
export licenses, a shipment of$2.5
million worth of railroad equip-
ment to Communist Bulgaria, a
shipment of $1.5 worth of syn-
thetic rubber to Communist Rus-
sia, and $700,000 worth of scrap
iron and steel to Communist
Yugoslavia." (Recall pre-w- ar Ja-
pan?)
3. Why didn't LBJ start a "war
on poverty" on his wife's farms?
4. "Can anyone with common
sense and integrity of mind fail
to admit that a fair count would
have given Stevenson a majority
in that second primary? That
must be the verdict from any
consideration based upon common
sense and common honesty.'" DID
LBJ STEAL HIS 1948 SENATE
ELECTION?
5. "Bobby Baker is my strong
right arm'" says LBJ. "I con-
sider him (Baker) one of my
most loyal and competent
friends."" LBJ
6. At 7:16 on February 17, 1961,
Lyndon's plush Corvair 240,
N94256 took off to pick up the
VP at his ranch. The night weath-
er was extremely poor; Pilot
Harold Teague called his wife to
say that he had been "ordered"
to pick up LBJ.'"
"Strangely not until three
days later, Monday, February
Turn to page 8, col. 4
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Fourteen New Men
Added to the Faculty
Fourteen members of Kenyon's
faculty are new this year. The
Collegian asknowledges their ar-
rival with a welcome to the
campus. These are the new ar-
rivals with statistics:
Ramon Arango joins Kenyon as
Assistant Professor of Political
Science. Arango holds degrees
from Florida University and Co-
lumbia University and has been
a Fulbright scholar in Belgium.
The new teacher of political
theory has also recently publish-
ed a book on the problems of
the Belgian monarchy. Arango
will live in the house on Meadow
Lane formerly occupied by
George Lanning.
A former professor at The Ohio
State University, Alan Batcheld-e- r,
joins the Department of Eco-
nomics as assistant professor. Dr.
Batchelder, a graduate of Ohio
Wesleyan and a holdren of the
M. A. and Ph. D. degrees from
Harvard will live in a recently
finished house on Kokosing Drive
with his wife Joan and children,
Bruce, 8, David, 6, Michael, 4,
and Elizabeth Ann, 2.
Robert Fesq is a graduate of
Hamilton College with the M.S.
degree from Purdue and the
Ph. D. from Oregon State. Fesq
comes to Kenyon from the Uni-
versity of California at Berkley as
Assistant Professor of Mathe-
matics. Fesq, Janet, his wife, and
their seven month old daughter,
Mary, will live in a Morgan
apartment.
Robert Goodhand comes here
from Duke University as Assist-
ant Professor of French. Good-han- d
graduated from Hamilton
and did graduate work at Rice.
Goodhand, his wife Judith and
their children, Lynne, 10, Kath-
leen, 8, Meg, 5, and David, 2,
will live jn the apartment form-
erly occupied by the Nords.
An Amherst graduate and doc-
toral candidate at Rutgers Uni-
versity, Thomas Greenslade, joins
the Physics Department as In-
structor. Mr. Greenslade and
wife, Sonia, will live in an apart-
ment in the Village Inn.
The new chairman of the
Physical Education Department
and Director of Athletics is
Henry Johnson. A retired Lieu-
tenant Colonel in the United
States Army, Mr. Johnson holds
the B.S. (Michigan State) and
M. Ed. (Springfield) degrees.
Mrs. Johnson will be guidance
counselor for the senior class at
Mount Vernon High School. The
Johnsons and their fifteen year




M. Edward Hunter, librarian
of Bexley Hall, divinity school of
Kenyon College, has recently
been awarded the Master of Sci-"en- ce
degree from Simmons Col-
lege, Boston.
Before joining the Bexley fac-
ulty, Mr. Hunter was assistant
librarian of the Methodist Theo-
logical School in Delaware. He
received his A. B. degree from
Indiana University, a Bachelor of
Divinity degree and a Master of
Arts degree from the University
of Chicago, where he was also as-
sistant librarian in the reference
and circulation department.
The son of Mrs. James B. B.
Hunter of 3925 Smith St., Fort
Wayne, he is married and the
father of three children.
Magnus J. Krynski, a native of
Poland, comes to Kenyon as As-
sociate Professor of Russian.
Prof. Krynski has lived in
Rumania and Israel and holds de-
grees from the University of
Cincinnati, Brown Uniiversity,
and Columbia University. Dr.
Krynski and his wife, Elizabeth,
will live in Professor Macauley's
house.
A graduate from the Univer-
sity of Tennessee and a fellow at
Yale, Jerry Madden, is the author ;
of a novel, several plays and
short works. Mr. Madden will
teach creative writing and other
courses in the Department of.
English as well as assisting with!
the Review in Mr. Macauley's
1
absence. Mr. Madden, his wife
Roberta and their four and one-- 1
half year old son will occupy the
former Feldman apartment in
Kokosing.
We have the United States Im-
migration Service to thank fc:
Hayden McCallum's return tc
Kenyon to serve as Acting Chap-
lain for the year. Mr. McCalluc'
is a native of Australia and i
graduate of the University o!
Sydney. The Chaplain will teact
in the Department of Religion anc
will live in one of the Morga:
apartments. '
Donald Pribor will spend
year at Kenyon as a GLCA In-
tern in Biology. A graduate frorr '
the University of St. Louis, Mr
Pribor earned his Ph. D. at Cath-
olic University. Dr. Pribor, hi '
wife Diane and their children I
Donald, two and one-ha- lf year :
old, and Paul, one year, will livs 1
in the house on Woodside Drive 2
previously occupied by Morga: 1
Smith. c
The new Assistant Director c:
Atheltics and coach of the Ohi
Conference swimming will b
Richard Russell, a graduate c: 1
Ohio State" who has taught in th; s
Arlington public schools. M
Russsell, Mary Lou, his wife, an:
son Richard, 3, will live in Mour. c
Vernon. ' v
Trond Sandvik, a native c s
Norway, and holder of the B. E
A. and M. A. degrees from th
University of Wisconsin, whe:
he is a doctoral candidate, wL'
'serve as Instructor of Art Hi--
tjtory. Mr. Sandvik, his wife Kari:
sland their children, Christine, :
s(and Martin, eight months, w:
live in a Morgan apartment. ( .
The third new member of th lr
Department of Physical Educatic p'
is Richard Watts, who will coac
v;
thlacrosse and wrestling. Mr. Wat-a- n
th
All-Americ- an lacrosse playe
bigraduaed from the Johns Hopki:
University, and has taught :
sa
Baltimore schools prior to his a'
gs
Birival at Kenyon. Mr. Watts, I
wwife, Jacqueline, and their chil; lieren, Earl, one and a half, ar inDavid, 2, will occupy the Dou: sulas home for the present.
in,
xvooert weber, an Arizona Sta
, cagraduate who earned his Ph. ' itat Princeton, will serve as Assis weant Professor of Psychology. K
se'Weber, his wife Gloria, and the .wechildren," Mark, 3, and Karen, see




CHURCH OF THE HOLY SPIRIT:
Week day prayer 5:30 p.m. It
Sunday Holy Communion 8:00 a.irthe
Sunday Morning Prayer 10:30 a.ma ;
imi
JEWISH SERVICE:
Friday evenings 5:00 in a t
Philomathasian Hall sei- -
W)t llenpon Collegian Jfeaturesi Rock 'N' Roll
SEPTEMBER 25, 1964
By John Cocks
A Hard Day's Night is a
jaunty film about four young
men named Paul, John, George
and, improbably enough, Ringo,
all of whom have adopted the
colective name of the Beatles. It
is not a funny movie, but it has
recently been drawing an as-
tonishing lot of favorable and
even astonished atention from a
lot of people who ought to know
better. Everyone loves the
Beatles, it seems, but no one
seems to know exactly why;
when questioned, most people
over the maturity level of twelve-and-a-ha- lf
will smile a little
shamefacedly and say "Well, I
think they're funny." But this
is only half of it: the Beatles
are not only funny to these
people, they know they are, and
this is one reason A Hard Day's
Night so badly misfires.
Most of the lines the Beatles
have in the film sound too much
like a nastly little sixth-grad- er
talking back to his teacher
("What do you call that haircut?"
"Arthur.") to be anything more
than painfull. Perhaps people
are not so much amused at the
; Beatles as surprized that they
,. are capable of articulating a
j complete English sentence. Be
1 that as it may, A Hard Day's
,. Wight is at bottom nothing but a
ji cleverly designed piece of image
t propaganda designed to demon-- j,
strate that the Beatles, while not
Vi the wholesome, homeloving types
v you'd want yuur daughter to
2 marry, are nevertheless the kind
of laveable eccentrics you might
c like to have at your next party.
j For those who remember pre-- k
vious cinematic attempts to scrub
up the current adolescent deities
,v, and legitimize them for a acep-v- j.
tical older generation, A Hard
m Day's Night may come as a wel-- r
come relief. We may remember
with anguish Elvis Presley, the
0
slimey, pomaded truck driver,
j transformed into a shy, naive
Tolable David type in that epic
g. of the back country, Love Me
Tender, or Pat Boone going
. through a dark night of the soul
rj, trying to decide whether he
. should risk lowering the moral
' standards of the faithful by kiss-
ing apple-cheek- ed Shirley Jones
in April Love. The Beatles dis- -.tt
pense with all of these more ob- -
vious ploys, and instead play
.yj, vji , mui c ai.i.uiaLcijrthey appear to play themselves,
kii
but the film is basically still the
same kind of press agent's propa- -
ganda, an attempt to render the
k
Beatles acceptable on what it
wouia certainly be nice to be-
lieve
lilt
were their own terms. An
invaluable illusion of reality is
oui successfully perpetrated by the
,
ingenious use of cinema verite
. camera techniques, which makes
it all look like a documentary:
,s'", we see the Beatles running from
several mobs of screaming girls,
the we see the Beatles backstage, we
n' see them reading and personally
T' answering their fanmail (imagine
that; all six thousand letters a
'day), we see them resting and
; even having a night out. They
seem to be charming, in a puerile
: way, a rather jolly, carefree lot.
It is not until we are well into
a. If the film that we remember with
a.lUa start that this is exaotly the
image they went to perpetrate,
and what we are watching is not
a film about the Beatles them-
selves but about the Beatles as
GAMBIER, OHIO
Beatles Movie Failure
they have been selling them-
selves.
All kinds of little tricks are
used to win us tver. Ringo is
shown running away from the
group to relive his childhood for
a single afternoon, skipping peb-
bles across lakes and talking to
a small boy who doesn't recog-
nize him, a rather embarassing
atempt to combine propaganda
with the poetry of nostalgia. In
another scene they go so far as
to show him reading a book. As a
defense, the typical image of a
person who considers the Beatles
something less than dear is of a
vaguely homosexual condescend-
ing and insulting malcontent, who
is depicted here as a television
entrepreneur. George Harrison,
who looks like a refugee from
the Tower of London, is invited
by this man to give some "in-
side" views on his teenage pro-
gram sceduling, and when George
mutters some rather insignificant
replies, the entrepreneur wrinkles
up his nose and refers to him as
a "pimply adolescent." The vil-
lain of the piece unmasked: here
at last is the arche type of all
Beatles haters, and in context we
cannot but sympathize with poor,
victimized George Harrison, who
walks meekly out of the office.
This same George Harrison,
whom the film depicts as a shy
and baffled young man reluctant
to offend one of his elders is the
same George Harrison who in
real life insulted the British am-
bassador to the United States at
an official reception in Washing-
ton.
The musical talent of the
Beatles is happily not a concern
of this department; as actors they
are barely competent and as
comedians they are little more
than buffoons. The most engaging
one of the quartet is the fang-tooth- ed
Ringo, and all he does is
stand about and look puzzled.
Most of the Beatles' "comic"
ability consists of a kind of Jerry
Lewis mugging combined with a
certain frenetic enthusiasm that
might be Jonathan Winters out
of the Marx Brothers. The Beatles
in fact, have been favorably com-
pared with the Marxes in several
otherwise intelligent circles, and
this is quite a victory indeed: is
the memory of such films as A
Night at the Opera and A Day at
the Races so dim that, reaching
for contemporary parallels, we
choose to settle on this group of
four untalented ragamuffins, mis-
taking their stupidity and disor-
ganization for, as one prominent
avant-gard- e critic has said, "fren-
zied surrealism"? I suggest that
within the limits of teenage pro-
paganda the Beatles and their
film are certainly all right and
even better than most, but when
people feel they have to so justify
their hopefully momentary lapse
in taste by fitting them into some
category normally reserved for
works of a more serious intent,
then it is far past time to draw
a halt. The Beatles are four
young men of no particular talent
and ability who have somehow
caught the popular fancy; if they
are allowed to remain popular
entertainers, shrewd exploiters, I
have no objection, but any at-
tempts at artistic canonization
are surely outrageous.
Despite all this, I rather like
the way the' film was turned out,
and some few parts of it were
indeed funny. Wilfred Brumble,
PAGE FIVE
who plays the most engaging
dirty old man I've ever seen,
was generally responsible for
these, besides having some of the
best lines in the show. Mildly, to
a whore leaning over his right
shoulder, an extremely low-c- ut
gown almost completely revealing
her enormous breasts, "You must
be a good swimmer." He almost
saves the film and in scenes such
as the one where he mistakenly
rides an elevator up through the
floor of the stage and smack into
a concert of the Beatles, he cer-
tainly makes things a lot easier
to bear. Still in all, he is not
enough, nor is Richard Lester's
apparently enthusiastic direction
nor Gilbert (Dr. Strangelove)
Taylor's camerawork too ener-
getic. Too bad; make the film
anything more than a curiosity
without the Beatles, it might have
been pretty good.
FRESHMAN SEMINARS
Oct. 2 Catcher in the Rye
Bing and Crurch
Oct. 16 Lord of the Flies
Berman and Daniel
Oct. 30 A Portrait of the Ar-
tist as a Young Man
Madden and Roelofs
Nov. 13 Sons and Lovers
Bing and Church
Nov. 27 Tonio Kroger
Haywood and Madden
Dec. 11 Four Quartets
Church and Roelofs
Jan. 8 Selected Poems of
John Crowe Ransom
Daniel and Madden
Jan. 28 A novel of Wright
Morris, to be an-
nounced
Feb. 12 Macbeth (in conjunc-




Feb. 26 Man's Fate
Bing and Seymour
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The Editor wishes to
of Peirce Hall will
4:00 p.m.
By Bill Schubart
In the wake of the first week-ei- d
rush it is quite difficult to
overlook in a music column the
enviable position that rock and
roll holds on the Kenyon campus.
This author, it must be under-
stood, has no predilections about
rock and roll and is, himself, fre-
quently caried away by the terp-sichore- an
passions spawned by
Harold and the Angels of North
Leonard or any other of the du-
bious musical groups which haunt
the campus during rush.
The time has come to take a
frank look at and to evaluate the
merits of rock and roll. It is the
natural outgrowth of a frantic
mongrel society. After all what
other than a frantic mongrel soci-
ety could produce troupes such
as The Trashmen, Little Anthony
and the Imperials, Tico and the
Triumphs or the less known
Adelle and the Adenoids? From
these and other musicians come
the great classics of rock and roll;
I Sold My Heart to the Junkman,
I've Carried a Torch for you so
long I've Burned a Great Big
Hole in my Heart, Shimmy Shim-
my Ko Ko Bop, Do Wah Diddy
Diddy, and Only if You Praise
the Lord. These all time greats
have become a part of the Ameri-
can musical heritage referred to
sentimentally as "Oldies But
Goodies."
These songs evolve from virtu-
ally all types of music. For the
more dignified of the frustrates
there is Kokomo's rendition of
Grieg's Piano Concerto number
21 in A minor more commonly
called Asia Minor or Tony Ben-
nett's improvisation Borodin' Po-lovets- ian
Dances from Prince
Igor, which he renamed Stranger
in Paradise.
The American Ballad has been
renovated somewhat: Tom Dula,
Jesse James and Barbara Allen,
have been replaced by the gela-
tinous sounds of The Everly
Brothers singing Take a Message
to Mary and Tell Laura I Love
Her, or Dead Man's Curve by Jan
and Dean.
As in all great art forms, the
central question is basically a
moral one. There is a serious
moral conflict among the songs;
for example, the somewhat op-
posing advice of these two songs:
Keep on Pushing by The Impres-
sions and Hands Off by Betty
Everett.
Themes develop in the lore of
rock and roll. For example, about
a year ago Chuck Berry chart-bust- ed
with his No Particular
Place to Go. The tale is about a
girl who is saved from being
raped because her date was un-
able to unfasten his seat belt.
Recently the theme was taken
announce that the Collegian Office in Chase Tower
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up in a song by The Exports, the
title of which gives sound moral
advice to all young girls, Seat
Belts Please. This is typical of
the moral advance of rock and
roll from the early days of Jail-hou- se
Rock and Riot in Cell
Block Number Nine to today.
There are, as in all serious art
forms, occasional retrogressions,
as the somewhat suggestive tune
by Earl-Jea- n, I'm Into Something
Grand, but these are soon sur-
passed by the more healthy num-
bers such as Be True to your
School.
It would not be fair to overlook
entirely the frantic zoological im-
ports from the British Isles; The
Beatles, The Animals, The Mon-
sters. In these groups the frus-
tration is even more evident than
the polyglot nature. Imagine the
frustration of a mop topped lump
returning home from the office
taking a hemorroidal stance in
front of his wife and telling her
"it's been a hard day's night."
Is she to assume that he has
been sleeping all day or that he
has had so many martini breaks
he can't say what he means?
There is, however, the slightly
more innocuous I Want to Hold
your Hand, which is subject to
countless imaginative substitu-
tions for the last word.
In years to come the malaise
will spread and other countries
will contribute their part to the
great heritage of rock and roll.
Soon, names like Natasha and the
Muzhiks, Kyoto and the Schlongs,
Guilliamo and the Guantanamos
will all be reality and then will
the frantic societies of the world
be able to expurgate their frus-
trations and perhaps then move




Professor Gerrit H. Roelofs of
the Department of English de-
livered a lecture at Bard College
on the subject of Milton's Lycidas
and the pastoral tradition.
Roelofs spoke informally at the
invitation of Miss Vicki E. Lind-
ner of the Bard College Literature
Club on Tues., Sept. 22. Formerly
a branch of the undergraduate
school of Columbia Universi'ty,
Bard is now an independent co-
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While in Baltimore Coach
I - ( .
By Derek VanPelt
Thin, green, and ambitious.
That's the three-wor- d synopsis
of this fall's Kenyon football
squad, which opens its 1964 sche-
dule at Earlham tomorrow after-
noon. According to first-ye- ar
coach Henry Johnson, the Lords'
38-m- an roster lacks the depth for
proper insurance against physi-
cal and academic ills, and is made
up largely of inexperienced play-
ers. But there's no cause for des-
pair.
A solid nucleus of veterans is
back to help an excellent coach-
ing staff give new team members
the fundamentals of their foot-
ball education. "The Freshmen
are the best group we've had in
three or four years," claims John-
son, "and we'll play fourteen of
fifteen of them this fall." Ability
to learn quickly and enthusiasm
have gone far toward offseeing
the lack of experience. And the
depth problem has been minimiz-
ed so far by playing several men
both ways, on offense and de-
fense.
The Coach warns of early-seaso- n
over-optimis- m, but does as-
sert that with a few breaks and
plenty of work, the Lords may
prove quite a contrast to the
school's recent elevens. The team
has fine speed and is especially










,team are vprv hpail.0 f
improved practice conditions and
equipment, and increasing inter-
est in the team. We'll do what
has to be done and do it right."
He intends to "give the boys
all the help possible" and hopes
to hold practice sessions of less
than two hours for both the
wrestling and lacrosse teams.
Beginning next month, films of
lacrosse games will be shown to
prospective players to familiarize
them with the plays and rules of
the sport.
"I won't ask anything that is
impossible; I believe in being
fair . . . I'm not a nice guy but
Collegian
three lettermen will bolster the
offense. Freshmen are battling for
the fullback slot, but John Rutter
and Bill Sweeney return at the
halfback positions. Ken Klug, a
standout high-scho- ol quarterback
but previously an end here, has
recovered sufficiently from arm
trouble to call the signals once
more.
The line charge will be led by
veterans ends Jim Rattray and
Paul Zuydhoek, who shares the
captaincy with Klug, and by
tackle Jim Williams. Among
other returning lettermen are
Sophomores Doug Morse and Lee
Van Voris.
"Denison and Otterbein will be
our toughest opponents," says
Johnson. "All the Ohio Confer-
ence schools have good football
material, though, and the action
should be rugged throughout the
schedule."
So in spite of several negative
factors all boiling down to
limited student interest, no athle-
tic scholarships or any recruiting
in the usual sense, this 1964 team











I won't drive the boys into the
ground."
Conditioning is the key to a
winning team, says the coach.
The hard work put into wres-
tling and lacrosse and the rules
of sportsmanship which are learn-
ed provide a carry-ov- er into life.
Athletics are a great asset for
anyone.
"I'm in coaching because I love
it and I'll do my best; I'd be a
fool not to."
Even nearer at hand are the fall
swim meets. Kenyon's swimming
coach is also entering his fresh-
man year at the college. Richard
W. Russell is in addition assist-
ant football coach and head golf
coach.
Coach Russell graduated from
North High School in Columbus.
Here he played football and bas-
ketball. After graduation from
Ohio State University as a Phy-
sical Education and Health major,
he served in the Army as an of-
ficer. He became director of Spe-
cial Services at Fort Knox, Ken-
tucky; Special Services is the
athletic section of the Army.
After returning to Columbus
the coach built up strong swim-











xr. J Ambitious, to Open Tomorrow
" T nmmi .fj . , -- . - ; - rj
n : ... ; : : i
if ?;;: ; f - C"
Coach Henry A. Johnson, new athletic director and head football
coach, inspects helmet liners before a practice session.
The New Athletic Director
Is Cautious but Determined
Kenyon's new athletic director likes to walk on eggs in a den
full of lions. He puts his best foot forward, steps on nobody's toes,
makes no wrong moves, no bad cracks, and he's not likely to get
pounced. In short, he's admirably cautious in what he says.
Treading this ticklishly-thi- n line of diplomacy is debutant Lord
of the fieldhouse, Henry A. Johnson.
A silver-haire- d, firm-spok- en the game led him to take the job
man of 53, Johnson says, "I don't as head football coach at Kenyon,
feel as if I have any right to in addition to his administrative
come here and criticize past poli- - responsibilities. The position was
cies," and "I refuse to use all vacated this summer by Art Lave
those old saws like 'We're going who took a guidance counselor's
to build for the future,' and job at Lorain, Ohio, high school.
'We're going to get bigger and Although the first to admit that
bigger and better and better.' " the team will be "six or seven
"But," he countered, with the players short of a championship
quiet determination that typifies team," he respects the attitudes
the man, "we're just going on in of the boys that are out for foot-o- ur
own way, generally follow- - ball and his staff who are coach-
ing the plans of our predecessors." ing them.
Johnson was tapped for the top And he has the respect of the
spot in the athletic department boys that play for him.
this summer after the tragic "He's a damn fine coach,"
death of Skip Falkenstein. John- - quipped one. "He carries his en-s- on
relates he's pleased to be in thusiasm over to the team." Still
Gambier, where he now lives another said, "He's a real asset
with his wife Dorothy and his 15 to the team and to the College."
year-ol- d son Jim.
"I've always had a dream that
by the time I'm around 50 or so,
that I'd like to be an athletic
director of a small college. Com-
ing to Kenyon is a peculiar reali-
zation of that dream."
"Kenyon is definitely not a
stepping stone for me," he con-
tinued. This a place that needed
me. I came here and I don't plan
to go back to the big-time- ."
By "big-tim- e" Johnson means
Butler University, where he as-
sisted with the football program E. Richard Watts comes to Kenyon this year as lacrosse and
for 13 years and the physical edu- - wrestling coach and assistant football coach. His qualifications for
cation department for 7. As a these formidable positions include experience in football, basketball,
backfield coach and later, first baseball, wrestling, and lacrosse.
assistant coach to the venerable At Baltimore Polytechnic High School Coach Watts was named
Paul Hinkle, he helped lead But- - to the All State football team. As a political science major at John
ler's football squads to six cham- - Hopkins University he was a varsity wrestler, captain of the foot- -
pionship in a row, 2 undefeated ball and lacrosse teams, an All-Americ- an lacrosse player and captain
seasons, and only seven losses in of the South All-St- ar lacrosse team.
7 years. After graduation Mr. Watts was Watts married. His wife Jill and
He sports some other pretty im- - football, wrestling and lacrosse their two sons, E. Richard, III age
pressive credentials. He's served coach at the Baltimore Friends 3V4 and David O'Donnel, IV2, will
in a variety of positions at schools School for eight years. He then arrive at Kenyon this weekend,
such as Michigan State (where returned to his high School, What does the future hod forhe once carried the pigskin as a Baltimore Polytechnic, not as a the Kenyon wrestling team' "The
half-back)- ,- Springfield but lacrosse coach andCollege, student, as possibiiities 0f having a winning
tciimuuudi uuuege,
and Detroit Tech.
Circumstances and his love for
-- .U j
3
Dick Russell and Dick Watts
Add Much Needed Staff Depth
To Swim and Lacrosse Squads
Swimming coach Richard Russell and Lacrosse coach Richard Watts
pose for a Collegian photographer outside the fieldhouse.
IQeAcly fat Season
By Steve Willner j
Coach Robert W. Harrison i
ways faces a new season of sock
with enthusiasm. This year t
seven year veteran of Kenyon j
molding a large group of playe:
mostly freshmen, into a well c-ordina- ted
team.
Kenyon fans hope for a w-
ining season. The difficulties
training the large numbers :
freshmen are multiplied bees.:
so few lettermen have returr.;
"Craig Jackson will start at rip
half and Bill Lerchen will star.;
center-half- ," says Coach Har
son, "Maybe someone will t-vel- op
but there's litle time
experiment."
The freshmen form the bac;
bone of the team. Rich Stick
Rigdon Boykin, Paul Rigali, I
Northway, and Larry Gale l
probable starters. "There r
others who look promising," a:
the coach, who expects to :
many new members in act
during the JV game against De
son on September 29.
What are Kenyon's chances
a winning soccer team? Co;
Harrison's prophesy is not t
promising. "We'll probably L
to Akron, Oberlin, Denison, z
Ohio Wesleyan, the Mid-E- .
Small College Champion, f
stand a chance of beating t
rest."
There is one great advanU
to the team, however. Freshrr
will gain experience and beco:
game-harden- ed this year. Tr.
who return in the following ye
will form the nucleus of a k
booting soccer team. Coach E
rison is pleased by the "good
titude shown so far" and is c
fident that a large percentage
the games will be hard fough:
1964 SOCCER
Wed., Sept. 30 .... Ohio Wesleyan '
Sat., Oct. 3 Fenn '
Thurs., Oct. 8 Akron '
Tues., Oct. 13 Ohio University
Sat., Oct. 17 Woosttr
Wed., Oct. 21 Ohio Start
Sat., Oct. 24 Wilmington
(Homecoming)
Tues., Oct. 27 Oberlin
Sat., Oct. 31 Hiram
Tues., Nov. 3 Denison
in the public schools. His s
ming teams finished first for:
consecutive years. Coach P't
saw "a little squib in the nf
paper" last year announcir-vacanc-y
in the athletic det
ment here at Kenyon. He '
selected from among several
plicants.
"It's been tremendous so
and I'm grateful to have coit
Kenyon."
Joined by his wife, Mary'
and his 2'i year-ol- d son, D
Coach Russell looks forwar:
the coming season.
John Miller and Tom Sant
lead this year's swimming
in a "very exciting schedule"
Coach Russell expects to 1
such "powerhouses" as Bo

































Soccer coach Bob Harrison briefs Jim Foster during a scrimmage.
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Framed between the shoulders of two football players. Coach Johnson goes over plays during an after-
- '









Linemen assist each other by holding blocking dummies during
afternoon football practice.
i .. N V- - j; . ..v. ,
," .' "Jr (Above) Foot practicing place-kic- k. The "golden-toe- " belongs to
- - - f - 7 senior Jim Williams. (Beloio) Soccer players play heads-u- p ball.



























"Kenyon can be proud of its
debate team," beams President
Alfred Volkuwitz '66. "More than
any other activity, debating as-
sociates Kenyon with big name
schools like Princeton and Chi-
cago.
Volkuwitz, Robert Gibbons '67
and Mike Clark '67, who make
up the nucleus of the team, prom-
ise that this year's larger Student
Council financial allotment has
made possible participation in
more off-camp- us tournaments
and instigated on-cam- pus debates
with surrounding Ohio colleges.
Kenyon has also placed a bid
with the Institute of International
Education to meet with a team
from Oxford.
The novices and freshmen will
receive experience in the smaller
tournaments, for which Kenyon
has never before fielded a team.
The society extends an offer to
any student wishing to participate
in forensic activities apart from
the actual debating.
This year's national intercol-
legiate debate reads: "Resolved,
that the Federal government
should establish a national pro- -
Verral Continued
"Serving all of Knox County"
The FIRST-KNO- X NATIONAL Bank






The new cross recently acquired for the Church of the Holy Spirit
at the instigation, of Reverend Richard Hettlinger. It is evident that
its addition will add greatly to the beauty and serenity of the chapel.
Cash Awards Raised
By Raymond Sitnik that he has chosen Professor Ger- -
Mr. Robert Daniel, Chairman rit H. Roelofs of the English
the English Department, re- - partrnent, Professor Carl T.
aram nf nublic works for the vealed that this year's two Ogden Brehm of the Economics Depart- -
unemployed " The topic may in- - Prize Esssay cash awards will be ment, and Professor Owen York
spire the debaters to improve on raised from $40 to $50 and from Jr., Chairman of the Chemistry
last year's over-five-hundr- ed $25 to $35, respectively. At that Department, as this year's judges.
record time Mr. Daniel also disclosed The judges will consider any
essay submitted and written by
any undergraduate during the
current academic year (that is
after Anril 30. 1964) which has
World War when Kenyon students made a large number of unpa- - nQt been published Essays should
triotic overnight friendships with the women of the town while the be typed, double-space- d, unfold- -
men were fighting in France. ecj; outside cover sheet with the
Whiie our nights were spent in gaiiy, we occupied our days with title but without the name of the
more sober activities, such as flunking swimming tests in the Shaffer author; inside sheets numbered;
hothouse and learning about the epicurean delights of Peirce Hall. fun bibliography of sources. The
Yes, we learned a lot from Mr. Stetson and his staff during those paper must be accompanied by
first few weeks. We learned seventeen different recipes for beef and a sealed envelope in which is a
we made an aquaintance with a unique species of resilient pancake, slip bearing the author's name;
We learned to like potatoes for desert while we learned to eat our on the face of the envelope, the
ice cream when it is always served, just before the main course. title of the essay. All essays must
Whenever all this learning began to get us down, we could al- - be received by Mr. Daniel no
ways cheer the only candidate for the presidency of the class as he
promised us a girl in every room and a bottle on every shelf. He
has asked me not to reveal his name as he has not yet officially
later than April 30.
The works may be course es
says; however, they should show
decided to run. Actually, with a slogan like that, he s probably afraid individual effort outside class,
to win. Professor Roelofs added, "The es-De- an
Tom kicked off the festivities of rush week with an address says must be exceptional in con-o- n
the virtues of moderation. For many, this advice became harder ception as', well as in perform-an- d
harder to remember as they made the rounds from keg to keg. ance."
At every party could be found Mike Burr or some other confirmed
independent, loudly proclaiming the merits of whatever fraternity's
food and drink he happened to be imbibing.
Though all the rush parties were enjoyable, perhaps the most
notable events (aside from the explosion of the Alpha Delt's beer
keg) took place at Psi Upsilon. There we were invited to partake of
the remains of a turkey carcass (it seems Mike Burr and friends
had preceeded us) and listen to the remains of a rock and roll band.
The Brothers sported leather jackets and rhinestone vests. They told
us a lot about intellectual honesty.
Meanwhile, classes had begun, and though one professor of
Latin missed a class for the first time in his career, things began
to settle down. Thus, in our first two weeks, we were initiated into
the ancient rites of this institution. We were often told, during this
period, that there were practically no rules governing our behavior.
However, we soon became aware that at Kenyon today, we can do
what we like so long as we do what we're told.
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20, did the news get out that
the plane 'was overdue' at
Johnson's ranch 60 miles a-w- ay."
Teague and his co-pil- ot
were dead when the crashed
plane was found.
7. Johnson's proposal to build
a "fitting memorial to God," to
be built with private"' funds from
believers and unbelievers alike
was not open sacrilege. It did
cause Washington to comment:
It was a 19th century philo-
sopher Nietzsche who decided
that God was dead. But it
took a 20th century American
President, Lyndon B. John-
son, to propose a memorial."
III. BARRY GOLDWATER
THE CHOICE AND THE
ANSWER
Lyndon Johnson is the biggest
fraud perpetrated on the Ameri-ca- n
people in its entire history.
Barry Goldwater says:
My candidacy is pledged
,
to a
victory for principle and to
presenting an opportunity for
the American people to choose.
Let there be a choice right








By D. William Tedder
Speeches, films, and registration all play an important part k
the Kenyon Orientation Program. Yet the single factor which really
orients freshmen, at least this freshman, is the candid, unprepareij
reception we receive in meeting the faculty and upperclassmen. N(
lecture, no matter how long, eloquent, or learned, can explain
much to us as those brief interviews.
Freshmen look for two attitudes in the people they meet along
Kenyon's "dusty paths" or in her facilities. The first is the attitude
this person or group of persons takes toward the college and towar--
;
life. The second concerns the attitudes of these Kenyon leaders
to-- j
ward the freshman class. j
As a freshman unfamiliar with the college and its traditions, :;
am compelled, as I casually meet students and faculty members, f
assess not only the individual's outlook but also Kenyon's atmosphere
to which every individual contributes. Those leaders who take
negative, tired attitude toward life, not only give a poor impress
of themselves, but, to an inquisitive, searching freshman, also conve;
the fear that perhaps Kenyon herself is tired and bored and wishir.-t-
o
be elsewhere. On the other hand, positive Kenyon men encoura
the freshman, giving him reassurance and the conviction that Ker.-- :
yon was the right choice. I
In many colleges and universities today, freshmen are faced vriv
another problem. This, of course, concerns hazing and brings usr
the second attitude which the freshmen assess in the older Kenyc
men. Most freshmen everywhere expect to be hazed and belittle:
this is traditional. Instead upperclassmen greet us with a smile, ai;
offer to give assistance, information and advice! How foreign this,
to the greetings that had been expected, and how foreign is ov
reaction. The very respect and attention that hazing is intended:
develop comes spontaneously from the freshmen and with a genu:-.- :
sincerity. A willingness to follow the upperclassmen is natural wit-
hout the asking. Instead of dreading to see the upperclassmen, v-loo- k
forward to it. Instead of striving to rebel from Kenyon trad,
tions, we are inclined to imitate their upholders in both actions ar.:
attitudes. They become in effect what I think upperclassmen shoul.
be in a school like Kenyon big brothers, Kenyon big brother
and that makes all the difference. i
Kenyon is proud of many traditions; I am familiar with only,
few. But most of all Kenyon should be proud to be distinctive :
friendship and in an equal respect by all Kenyon men for each othe:
Most freshmen are aware of their lower position. This is why the
act the way they do. Most freshmen are looking for a welcome ar.
respect. This is why they will respect and turn to with admiratic:
rather than disregard, all those faculty members and uppercla?;-men- ,
who in turn respect them.
Goldwater Continued
able terms. And I ask all those
who feel and believe as I do tt
join with me in asuring both
the choice and the victory."
1. Speech announcing candidacy; h:'
a pamphlet entitled "Senator Goldwc
Speaks out on the Issues" published :
the Goldwater for President Commit!
2. Human Events, page 2, Septem:
19, 1964. J
3. "Senator Goldwater Speaks out i
the Issues."
4. Why Not Victory, pages 110-11- 1
5. None Dare Call it Treason, by J"
Stormer; Dallas Times Herald, March --
1961.
6. President John F. Kennedy's '
port to the Nation," quoted in N
Dare Call it Treason.
7. Dallas Morning News, October
1948.
8. President Lyndon Baines Johnsor:
quoted by Human Events, July 11, l:
9. President Johnson, again in Hur
Events, July 11, 1964.
10. A Texan Looks at Lyndon, b
Evetts Haley, page 250.
11. A Texan Looks at Lyndon, page'
12. A Texan Looks at Lyndon, page- -
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